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H-Emotions seeks Book Reviewers,

Starting in the next months, we will continue posting book reviews on the history of emotions. In the last years historiography has debated the appropriateness of the category of emotion for historical analysis and many scholars have gone into this debate. Thus emotion has been considered and analyzed in different ways. We hope for H-Emotions to reflect this variety of perspectives and approaches.

The appropriateness of the category of emotion for historical analysis will be a major focus. Book topics (that are by no means exclusive) will include emotions across history, vocabulary of emotions, and the link between emotions and politics. Other books for review will emphasize the methodology in the history of emotions: different mainstreams on the emotional turn; how emotions connect the individual to the community; and emotions and social movements.

We seek reviewers with a wide range of interest and backgrounds.

Should you be interested, please send a short CV with your areas of interest to Sara Hidalgo García de Orellán (s.hidalgogarcia@gmail.com)